
Notes:

Light Armour

Wound Threshold: 4

Conflict

Dancing Blade Style

Wayfarer

Confidence

Guard Protection

Strain

Wounds
You may attempt to use a Skill with no ranks in it. In this case, halve 
your dice pool, rounding down, and use a TN of 6+.
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Name: Player:

Attributes

Aria

Vitality

Arts

Combat

Heart

Skills

Melee

Marksmanship

Fight

1d6+5

Investigation

Logic

Notice

(Melee) Dancing Blade

Weapon

Initiative

Stealth

Social

Resolve

Persuasion

Subterfuge

Knowledge

Arcana

Lore

Alchemy

Survival

Athletics

Wayfaring

Fieldcraft

Profession

Craft

Performance

Commerce

Journeys change people, and the road always leaves its marks. �ose who spend their lives 
travelling find themselves ever inured to the difficulties of that life. �e Wayfarer is not a 
profession in the simple sense, but a representation of the hard lessons and years of 
wandering the roads and wilderness.
�ose with this Art will find their way easily, having an instinctual gift for navigation 
and the perils of surviving in the wilds. �ey can use this knowledge to help their 
companions and turn it against their enemies or prey through their knowledge of the 
terrain and their ability to lay a lethal trap or ambush.

�is gladiatorial style is amongst the most visually impressive and brutal arts, even when 
measured against its kin. Practitioners of this art learn to move with their blade and turn 
its weight and inertia into a blessing. With it, they can manage impressive acrobatic feats, 
repositioning themselves at a moment’s notice or bring the deadly momentum of their blade 
to shatter the strongest defences.

Increase the Reach of your Dancing Blade attacks by 1. When you make an opposed 
roll in combat, if you are successful, the opponent suffers 1 Strain immediately and 
you may recover 1 Strain. If you are beaten, then you instead suffer this 1 Strain.

In addition when making an Attack, you may choose to spend 1 Confidence and 
suffer 1 Strain to improve the Deadliness of your Dancing Blade by 1 step for that 
attack.

For the purposes of calculating Vitality increase your Body by 1. When acting as a 
guide or participating in a Group Travel Action, you gain +1 Poll on the roll. 

Gain +1 Pool to Combat Actions. In addition, each 
time you are successful in a Combat Action, remove 1 
Strain.

Sotana

6 dice 4+
ReachPool Edge Deadliness

3 1 4+

Prowess

Awareness

Conviction

Passion

Reason

Body

Restless Gladiator

“All the glories of the Arena and the comforts of the city are 
nothing compared to the joy of challenging Fate itself.”



Restless Gladiator

“All the glories of the Arena and the comforts of the city are 
nothing compared to the joy of challenging Fate itself.”

Your family were not rich or prosperous; merely simple 
tenant farmers to one of the great families of Cairnwall. 
Even so, your life was not a bad one. Your parents were 
caring and times were good. You grew to be tall and 
strong, and though you didn’t mind the hard work, you 
saw no future for you or your family.

When the tithe came, you asked to be taken. The head 
priest took you aside and asked you why you would wish 
to leave your family. You confessed that you feared a life 
bound to the soil, and that you hated the idea of ending 
your days as a forgotten farmer.

Hearing this, the priest accepted you, and you found 
yourself brought to Cairnwall to be trained not as the 
courtesan you imagined, but as a gladiator of the temple 
of Arhura.

The training was gruelling and brutal, but you excelled, 
and when your time in the Arena came, you thrilled the 
crowds. In the years that followed, you became wealthy 
in your own right, affluent enough to secure the future of 
both yourself and your parents.

Fame and coin however, became empty. You craved 
the danger and the risk of your early bouts - the thrill 
of risking your own life. Putting aside your fame and 
fortune, you headed out into the world to find new 
meaning, and kindle the fire burning inside.
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